
INTERSECTIONS
2011 Art & Design Honours Seminar series

26th & 27th July, City Conference Centre, WA 224 [B]
This series is open to all AUT students, sta! and the wider public.

You are welcome to attend any or all of the sessions.

Tuesday Morning 26th July

8.45 
Introduction

Cities & Space
9.00   

Reid Douglas [Product]. How can design be used to empower 
self-reliance in the urban context?
Keywords: design and innovation for sustainability, social systems, 
resilience, urban networks

9.30   
Brendon Sellar [Spatial] Alien Architecture 
Keywords: Architecture, Art, Virtual Reality, Urban, City, 
Psycho-Geography, Deleuze

10.00  
Sura Ko [Spatial] Fibre City
Keywords: architecture, design, city, urban, graphics

10.30
Lisa Waldner [Graphics] Looking in between: A photographic 
exploration of the urban non-place. 
Keywords: urban space, collective mood, super-modern, transit

11.00-11.30
Refreshment Break

Cities & Space
11.30

Nancy Wang [Product] How can design enhance home living 
experience within a minimal amount of space? 
Keywords: design and innovation for sustainability, communities, city

12.00
Reagan Qiu [Digital Design] Bridging the real and the virtual: 
Location-based mobile augmented reality 
Keywords: multi-player game

12.30
Antonina Depczynski [Fashion &Textiles] Deceptive dimensions: 
challenging spatial perception 
Keywords: textile, digital print, perception, depth, space

1.00
Sooyeon Song [Spatial] City Planes 
Keywords: architecture, city, urbanism

1.30-2.0
Lunch

Tuesday afternoon 26th July

Identity & perception
2.00

Roshannah Bagley [Fashion & Textiles] RE-FORMATION: An inquiry 
into structural textile design.
Keywords: texture, three-dimensional, innovation, architecture and 
pattern

2.30
Amy Yalland [Spatial] Renvoi to Envoy 
Keywords: sound, performance, camera, spatial intervention, 
projection, public and private space, threshold spaces

3.00
Jyoti Kalyanji [Fashion & Textiles] Emotive stitches: An exploration 
of expressive colour in machine knitted textiles

3.30
Shea Melville [Digital Design] I am yourself: an exploration into the 
uncanny and multiscreen narrative. 
Keywords: uncanny, projection, fragmented narrative, film, Poe

4.00-4.15
Refreshment Break

Applied
4.15

Mark Wu [Product] How can design empower social change in a 
positive and sustainable way for developing nations? 
Keywords: case study, infant incubator

4.45
Oscar Huang [Product] How can a human centered design 
approach influence product development in photography 
accessories? 
Keywords; product innovation, user experience

5.15-5.45
Lauren Oxnam [Graphics] The reel issue: Exploring the potential of 
spatiotemporal environments as a means of highlighting 
problems within New Zealand's fisheries 
Keywords: information design, visual metaphor, documentary, 
communication.

Wednesday Morning 27th July

Image & narrative
8.30

Jovan Milovic [Graphics] Slova (Letters): A typographic exploration 
and discovery of language through self-inquiry and visual 
narrative
Keywords: language, typography, immigrant, visual narratives

9.00
Pritika Lal [Spatial] Spirituality and death: Toward a discourse of 
the everyday 
Keywords: advertising campaign, drawing, belief, everyday, image, 
public and private space, communication, online and o!-line 
communities

9.30
Lyna Ear [Graphics] The romantic schism: Dualities in 19th Century 
romantic literature
Keywords: intervention, illustration, moral dualities

10.00
Carlisle Twydle [Fashion & Textiles] Menswear design; A New 
Zealand perception 
Keywords: design, memory, perception, contemporary

10.30-11.00  
Refreshment break

            

Image & narrative
11.00

Kate Ramsay [Product] How can design employ new knitting 
technology for lighting products? 
Keywords: new technologies, material, user experience

11.30
Lucy Meyle [Graphics] Destabilising, disrupting and resisting: An 
illustrative exploration of liminal space
Keywords: deconstruction, art comics, youth, fragmentation

12.00
Nina Kudinova [Graphics]. The Signature: An oral narrative 
explored in a hand-illustrated short animation 
Keywords: moving image, illustration, oral narrative
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